DISCLOSURE

Disclosure Summary:
This site contains affiliate links
We earn a small commission if you buy products through the
affiliate links
Before purchasing, be sure to confirm product and warranty details
and any additional fees with the affiliate website or manufacturer
We do not sell any of the products listed on our website nor do we
offer customer support for them
Our product reviews are always objective and unbiased regardless
of compensation, if any
Information on this website is derived from our personal
experiences or sources we believe to be reliable and accurate
The suggestions we offer are our personal opinions, not of the
product or service providers
You should independently verify the viability and safety of any
products or installation methods we suggest
We are not liable for any work you undertake on your vehicle or
any product installation
All content is copyright protected PnR Ventures © 2019

Detailed Disclosure:
AffordableCamperVanConversion.com is here to provide you with sufficient
information so you can decide for yourself which is the best product, service
or construction/installation procedure suitable for you. To this end we offer
reviews and opinions on a variety of products and How-To construction guides.
However, it is up to you to determine if our suggestions are appropriate for
you and your camper van needs.
Our posts contain embedded affliate links that connect you with a seller’s
website. If you buy a product after clicking our affiliate links, you will be
buying it through the affiliate website you are directed to, not through
AffordableCamperVanConversion.com. If you go ahead with the purchase, the
affiliate website will pay us a commission ranging from 4 to 9 percent,
depending on the product. You are not charged any extra fees if you buy
something after clicking on an affiliate link.

For us, though, your purchase through an affiliate link is a sign of support
for our website, the information we provide and shows that our research has
been of help to you. For that we are greatly appreciative and we offer you a
great big Thank You!!!

The prices posted on our site are subject to change, as we are not able to
always update the prices if they change on the linked affiliate website. The
price you see on the affiliate website is final and is beyond our control.
Should you have any issues or disputes with the product, affiliate website or
manufacturer, you have to discuss it with the affiliate website’s customer
support or directly with the product manufacturer. We have no influence or
recourse on any customer service issues.
Before committing to any purchase, you should confirm the product details,
warranty and return policy with the affiliate website or product
manufacturer. Be aware of any shipping, handling fees, taxes or possible
customs duties that might be applicable in your jurisdiction. These
additional fees and taxes are not reflected in the prices shown on our
website.
The views we offer on the products discussed in our posts are our personal
opinions, not of the manufacturer or affiliate website. Our reviews are
always unbiased and objective, whether or not we receive any income,
compensation or incentive from the manufacturer or affiliate website. Full
disclosure will be made if we have received any incentive or compensation
over and above the income derived from affiliate links. This additional
compensation may include, but not limited to, free products for review, paid
endorsements or advertisement revenue.
The product information, installation instructions and construction methods
published on AffordableCamperVanConversion.com are based on hundreds of hours
of research or our own personal experiences with the products or procedures.
Any product reviews we present are with products we bought and used
ourselves, unless otherwise stated. We will disclose if a product has been
supplied to us for review purposes but, regardless, the supplied product will
go through the same strict, unbiased review process as if we bought it
ourselves.
Where we have no direct experience with the products discussed in our posts,
the information presented is derived from numerous sources we believe to be
accurate and reliable. This includes manufactures’ manuals, product websites,
user forums, product reviews and discussions with certified electricians,
mechanics, carpenters, plumbers and other qualified individuals.
In “The Build” section of our website, we present installation or
construction methods that we employed on our camper van conversion build out.
These methods are based on our research and draw on examples from other
camper van conversion projects readily available on the internet. Even though
these techniques work for us, there’s no guarantee that these techniques will
work for you. We are not certified carpenters, mechanics, plumbers or
electricians. So please carry out additional research as you see fit in order
to make sure that our suggested products and techniques will meet your
desired objectives.
You should contact the product manufacturer directly to ensure you are
adhering to proper installation and safety procedures. Extra safety measures
should be taken when dealing with electrical and propane systems, as any

mistakes could not only result in serious damage to your vehicle but also
cause physical injury (or worse) to yourself or anyone in the vicinity of the
work being done. We will not be held liable for any products, installation
and construction methods we suggest and you choose to undertake. Ultimately,
the decision is solely yours as to how you proceed with you camper van
conversion project.
AffordableCamperVanConversion.com is owned by PnR Ventures, which is solely
responsible for all content posted. Permission is granted for personal, noncommercial use and to repost on social media outlets, as long as credit is
given to AffordableCamperVanConversion.com. Nevertheless all content,
including images, photos, videos, tables and spreadsheets are copyright
protected. Express written permission is required if you want to use any
content on your personal website or for commercial purposes including, but
not limited to, e-books, physical books, magazine articles, videos and any
form of mass physical or electronic distribution through subscription lists
or any other means.
(Even though it may be self evident, in the above disclosure “we”, “our” or “us” implicitly refers
to AffordableCamperVanConversion.com and PnR Ventures.)

PRIVACY POLICY

Simplified Summary:
Your email or contact information will only be used by this
website
We will not sell, distribute or disclose your email, name or data
to any third party
If you subscribed to our site you agree to receive all future
posts that are published
You may receive email notifications of special posts, publications
or any promotional offers
You can opt out of our subscription service or request that your
email be deleted from our list by contacting us by email any time
When posting a comment, your email address will not be visible or
made available to the public
This site may use cookies

This site may participate in an affiliated links program with
retailers. If so, full disclosure will be provided.

Complete Privacy Statement:
This privacy notice discloses the privacy practices for our website
https://affordablecampervanconversion.com. This privacy notice applies solely
to information collected by this website. The privacy notice will notify you
of the following:
1. What personally identifiable information is collected from you
through the website, how it is used and with whom it may be shared.
2. What choices are available to you regarding the use of your
data.
3. The security procedures in place to protect the misuse of your
information.
4. How you can correct any inaccuracies in the information.

Information Collection, Use, and Sharing
We are the sole owners of the information collected on this site. We only
have access to/collect information that you voluntarily give us via email or
other direct contact from you. We will not sell or rent this information to
anyone.
We will use your information to respond to you, regarding the reason you
contacted us. We will not share your information with any third party outside
of our organization, other than as necessary to fulfill your request, e.g. to
ship an order.
Unless you ask us not to, we may contact you via email in the future to tell
you about specials, new products or services, or changes to this privacy
policy.

Your Access to and Control Over Information
You may opt out of any future contacts from us at any time. You can do the
following at any time by contacting us via the email address or phone number
given on our website:
See what data we have about you, if any.
Change/correct any data we have about you.
Have us delete any data we have about you.
Express any concern you have about our use of your data.

Security
We take precautions to protect your information. When you submit sensitive
information via the website, your information is protected both online and
offline.

Wherever we collect sensitive information (such as credit card data), that
information is encrypted and transmitted to us in a secure way. You can
verify this by looking for a lock icon in the address bar and looking for
“https” at the beginning of the address of the Web page.
While we use encryption to protect sensitive information transmitted online,
we also protect your information offline. Only employees who need the
information to perform a specific job (for example, billing or customer
service) are granted access to personally identifiable information. The
computers/servers in which we store personally identifiable information are
kept in a secure environment.
If you feel that we are not abiding by this privacy policy, you should
contact us immediately via email.

Comments

When visitors leave comments on the site we collect the data shown in the
comments form, and also the visitor’s IP address and browser user agent
string to help spam detection.

An anonymized string created from your email address (also called a hash) may
be provided to the Gravatar service to see if you are using it. The Gravatar
service privacy policy is available here: https://automattic.com/privacy/.
After approval of your comment, your profile picture is visible to the public
in the context of your comment.

Media

If you upload images to the website, you should avoid uploading images with
embedded location data (EXIF GPS) included. Visitors to the website can
download and extract any location data from images on the website.

Contact forms

Cookies

If you leave a comment on our site you may opt-in to saving your name, email
address and website in cookies. These are for your convenience so that you do
not have to fill in your details again when you leave another comment. These
cookies will last for one year.

If you have an account and you log in to this site, we will set a temporary
cookie to determine if your browser accepts cookies. This cookie contains no
personal data and is discarded when you close your browser.

When you log in, we will also set up several cookies to save your login
information and your screen display choices. Login cookies last for two days,
and screen options cookies last for a year. If you select “Remember Me”, your
login will persist for two weeks. If you log out of your account, the login
cookies will be removed.

If you edit or publish an article, an additional cookie will be saved in your
browser. This cookie includes no personal data and simply indicates the post
ID of the article you just edited. It expires after 1 day.

Embedded content from other websites

Articles on this site may include embedded content (e.g. videos, images,
articles, etc.). Embedded content from other websites behaves in the exact
same way as if the visitor has visited the other website.

These websites may collect data about you, use cookies, embed additional
third-party tracking, and monitor your interaction with that embedded
content, including tracking your interaction with the embedded content if you
have an account and are logged in to that website.

How long we retain your data

If you leave a comment, the comment and its metadata are retained
indefinitely. This is so we can recognize and approve any follow-up comments
automatically instead of holding them in a moderation queue.

For users that register on our website (if any), we also store the personal
information they provide in their user profile. All users can see, edit, or
delete their personal information at any time (except they cannot change
their username). Website administrators can also see and edit that
information.

What rights you have over your data
If you have an account on this site, or have left comments, you can request
to receive an exported file of the personal data we hold about you, including
any data you have provided to us. You can also request that we erase any
personal data we hold about you. This does not include any data we are
obliged to keep for administrative, legal, or security purposes.

Where we send your data
Visitor comments may be checked through an automated spam detection service.

